The Toyota’s fifth-generation adventures with equal aplomb, suburban and outdoor RAV4 brought more sport and industry’s most competitive utility to one of the auto segments. The robust Toyota platform allows RAV4 to adopt the charisma of a bolder and tougher SUV, but in a package that is lower and wider than the previous model.

POWER TO CHOOSE
The 2020 RAV4 offers three engine options. The base 2.5-liter Dynamic Force 4-cylinder engine is paired with an EPA-rated 8-speed Direct-Shift automatic transmission with an estimated 27 mpg city, 35 mpg highway. The transmission uses an 8-speed direct-lock up in gears two through eight to eliminate converter while executing ideal, smooth shifts.

INTERIOR ELEGANCE
In all RAV4 models, the interior offers elevated sophistication with a premium, modern design and uncomplicated layout. The softer surfaces emerge from a smooth boot, and the RAV4’s seats in the center panel provide outstanding visibility. The console features a standard Electronic Parking Brake for easy accessibility. Handy storage abounds in the RAV4, including the center console’s large volume, slide-by-side cup holders, and an open tray capable of holding most of your travel must-haves. The 60/40 folding rear seats easily expand the rear cargo area. Advanced Multimedia features include integrated dynamic navigation and JBL.

SAFETY
Every RAV4 is equipped with Toyota’s Star Safety System, which includes Enhanced Vehicle Stability Control, Electronic Brake-force Distribution, Brake-lane Departure Warning, Pre-collision System, and Smart Stop Technology. Available safety technologies include Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Cross Traffic Alert, Rear View Camera, Intelligent Clearance Sonar, and Rear Cross Traffic Braking system.
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2020 TOYOTA RAV4
High Adventure, High Tech

Designed to embody a style and persona inspired by the brand’s tough trucks, the RAV4 was also designed to amplify the desirable traits of a crossover: interior comfort, agile handling, a smooth ride and exemplary fuel efficiency.